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Two important objectives of keyboard input method are to gain speed and to lessen the
fatigue of operators. The TRON keyboard layout is based on the data of the physical size of
hands of Japanese. Firstly, physical placement of keytops which are easy to strike and
causes less fatigue was determined using the data. Secondly, character frequencies in
real documents was used to decide the final location of each character in the keyboard. In
addition, an electronic pen is proposed for figure input.

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd. has built a TRON keyboard prototype on the basis of the
TRON keyboard specifications. This paper discusses the design of the keyboard that
reflecte the TRON specifications for its implementation as a product.
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L '1110NKEIBOABD DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
Tbe paper [1] deecribee the design philosophy on the TRON keyboard in detail. This
chapter deecribea ita fundamental philosophy.

U KBYLAYOtJT

Tbe TRON keyboard has a key layout based on measured data of the extent in which
tJpical Japanue people can move their fin1ers, i.e., the "finpr's reach.• The data were
eolleeted from about 150 Japanese men and women 20 to 60 of ap.
Eecb ol tbe people te1ted had each of hillher ftn1ers rested in the center of a key on a
keyboard iD ita home po1ition indicated on a jiJ, with the thumb and wri1t fixed. The
ateat oleecb an.er'l reaeh wa1 traced. Then the trace of the tm,er was diJitized and
nteat. ollapr'1 reaeh Jrouped by percentaJe of the people teated were defined uainl
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contour linea. The &i bya, beside a cursor key, required by the TRON keyboard were laid
out to enaure that all of them should be accommodated toward the center of the trace. The
by layout thus determined is shown in Fig. 1. The traces drawn in contour lines indicate
atentl of &npr's reach by percentage of the samples: from the inner side, 80%, 60%,

""· and2K.

Fig. 1 L4yout of TRON Keyboard

Table 1 shows measured data of the distance from the wrist to the tip of the middle finger
(hand length). The dilference in hand length between maximum and minimum is 51.5
mm; one size alone cannot offer a keyboard which matches all human hands. The TRON
keyboard comes in three different sizes, S, M and L, to choose from according to the size
of hands.

Toblt 1 Htuul1A116th Data (in mm)

Average
Standard deviation
Maximum
Minimum

Men
194.2
10.6
218.0
171.6

Women
178.9
8.2
200.0
166.6

Both
189.5
12.2
218.0
166.5

Couider the IPSdnc between the foreth11er and the IIUddle ftnpr in their home potitioD
u au aample of aDalyziq the three ciUI'mmt liZ81. Accorclin, to the meuund da" the

width of the diataJ lmnckiM joint (the joint naare.t to the fingertip) Of the mjdcfJe fiDger U
US.3 mm DD the averqe, 1.3 mm in •tendard deviation. 19 mm mayjmum and 13 mm
miDimWD. From t.beae re•ulta. a value of about 16 mm (calculated value: 16.07 mm) ia
eelected u the bome-poeition •pecin• between the forefinger aDd the middle finger on the
lia-M TRON keyboard. The value 16 mm i• increased by 2 for size L (18 mm) and
clecnated by 2 for llize S (14 mm).

U 'DIIID-DDIDIBIONAL KEYBoAim IAYOtn'
Apin. the TRON keyboard should give the operator as little fatigue as possible. in
addition to achieving enhanced input efficiency. In light of this. the aforementioned
cauiderationa to the two-dimensional keyboard layout alone were not satisfactory for the
TRON keyboard and further analytical efforts were directed to its three-dimensional

laJOUL

Tbe basic concept is that the keyboard design should allow the operator to hit keys in a
Datunll position where his/her muscles are free to develop the highest force. To this end.
tbe keyboard ia split into two clusters: the right-handed block and the left-handed block.
anaoced in a Can-shaped pattern with a certain spacing between them. The keyboard is
aacled at the front and on both sides. The front is extended to form a wrist support. What
aacles 8bould be made along the three edges is detailed in the paper [2]. A keyboard
layoat bued on theR parameters is shown in Fig. 2. Also, the dimensions of the TRON
ke)twad <me M) defined from Figs. I and 2 are given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Dimensions of TRON Keyboard (Size M

1.3 LOGICAL KEYBoARD LAYOur

The term "logical keyboard layout" means what character should be assigned to what
key.

With a view to selecting an optimum logical keyboard layout, a lot of Japanese sentences
were analyzed to know the frequency of individual characters being used and that of a
combination of two consecutive characters appearing. From the data thus obtained, the
following four major design rules were derived for key assignment:
1) The middle row of the keyboard is most frequently used, followed by the upper row
and the lower row in that ordP.r.
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2) 'l\vo consecutive characters can be hit alternately from right to left and from left to

right.
3
) Chances of using the same finger repeatedly are reduced.
4) The frequency of the forefinger and the middle finger is increased, while that of the

ring finger and the little finger is decreased.
The alphabetic characters are arranged in accordance with the Dvorak system. Figs. 4
and 5 show layouts of the Japanese character keys and the alphabetic characters,
respectively.
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Fig. 4 Logical Layout of TRON Keyboard (in Japanese)

Fig. 6 Logical Layout of TRON Keyboard (in alphabetic)
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The term '"pointing means• is defined as a means of pointing to a particular place on the
computer CRT screen.

Today. pointing means such as a cursor key, tablet, mouse, track ball, and joystick are
individually used according to applications. Of them, the cursor key is not a proper
means in the bit map display environment. The mouse requires a certain area of apace
Cor ita manipulation on the screen. It is difficult especially for a hand-held computer to
work with the mouse. As a result of trade-ofT studies on all of such performance
penalties, a amall tablet with a pen has been selected as the pointing means of the TRON
keyboard.
(b) l:apat Mepne for llaDdwriUell Graphics

One may wish to insert figures, pictures and other graphics into a document being edited
on the computer CRT screen for use in an office. This cannot be implemented without
u.sing a handwritten graphics input means. It may be a tool of the same type 88 the
pointing means. A tablet with a pen has also been chosen with the TRON keyboard 88 it is
considered most suitable for handwriting purposes.

For purposes of this paper, the small tablet with a pen used for pointing or entering
handwritten graphics is called an electronic pen. The electronic pen has a short-stroke
switch at ita top so that the operator may use it with the same feeing of manipulation as if
it were an ordinary writing means. For the BTRON keyboard, the electronic pen has
another switch- a modifier switch- on its body to get th menu frame on the CRT
ac:reen.

Tbe tablet should have an appropriate size; if it is too large, it requires a larger space to
JDOYe iD or greater travelling distance of the operator's hand for pointing.

Where 8hoald the tablet be located? The TRON keyboard is designed to have its tablet
placed in the front c:enter or the board becauae the front is not considered to provide a
1llelu1 IJpace for any other purpotel. Other important reaaona are that, if the tablet iJ
located there, it pya DO bandieap in the way of manipulation to the operator, righthapded or left..hended 8DCl it. both aidet can aupport the operator' a wriata durina keyiq
operation.
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I. D&SIGN FOR 'DIE TRON KEYBOARD IMPLEMENTA110N

The following two basic guidelines underlay the actual designing of a TRON keyboard in
accordance with the proposal (see Section 1 ):
The dimensions (for size M) given in Fig. 3 are critical and should not be
significantly deviated.
The resulting product should be compatible with the typical build and sensitivity of
Japanese people.

!.1 DESIGN CONCEPI'

Most conventional computers and keyboards give an impression of coolness. By contrast,
the TRON keyboard should have something warm and a new aspect of value in its
interface with human beings. In order to develop a futuristic image, the TRON keyboard
basically should be thinner and smaller with curved or angled portions taken in its
surface construction from both ergonomic and aesthetic points of view.

2.2 CONSIDERATIONS TO OUI"Lllii"E DIMENSIONS

The significant factors governing the final outline dimensions of the TRON keyboard unit
are the outline dimensions and thickness of the key switch and tablet.
A key switch 14-16 square-mm, found popularly on most traditional keyboards, is too
large for the key switch configuration with the keytop size specified in Fig. 3. This is
especi.ally tn1e with the two central keys in the lowermost row. Since these two keys are
tilted 10 degrees outwards, they come closer to each other as they approach the printed
circuit board. Installing the two keys without mutual interference requires a special
design strategy. In the present sample of design, the above problem was solved by using
two face-to-face key switches each having a deviation of the center to that of the keytop.
Further efforts are needed to develop appropriate key switches that can be commonly
used with alllizea (8, M, and L) of the TRON keyboard.
The tablet 1hould be designed to have as small outline dimensions as possible with a
minimum tbickneu, while maintaining the effective area shown in Fig. 3. The surface
oltbe keyboard cover ha1 1uch a shape that the two curved areas- tilted 10 degrees to
the right and left, and 1 0 degrees to the front - are partially scraped by the plane of the
tablet tilted 10 degree• to the front. The ridge that is formed by the tablet plane should give
no feeHq of h01tiUty to the operator when resting his/her wrists or hands on that plane
daring keying or pen-writing. Thi1 problem was analyzed by moving the tablet in both
Jonaitudinal and vertical directions, thereby determining its optimum position.
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,.,.. 6 abowa an ou&aide Ylew of the TRON keyboard (lize M) developed thle tlme, with ita
roqh cUmenaione included. It maintain• nearly the eame dimeneione •• propoled in
FW. 3; om, thelipiftcant dlfl'erenca ie that ita depth ie about 30 mm IJ'eater toward the
operator llda. Thi1 chanp would not decreue the operability of the TRON keyboard, ooe
of the primarJ tarpta in ita development. Thue it may eafely be concluded that the
propoeecl three-dimensional keyboard conftiUJ'ation has aucceaafully been achieved.

F#6. 6 Ouuuu Vt.w of TRON Klyboard (Size MJ

U

SI'Z:aAND 8BAPE OP KEf lOP

(a)Ke,t.op.a.

Tbe U,. oa &be TBOM bJboarc1 (aize M) ahown iD F/6. 3 hat a ballc pitch of 18 mm.
Howw•, .m. thl byt an laid out in a fan·thapecl pattern in the ri1ht-handecl and left.
blocb, then tbould be dif1'erencu from u,top to keytop in the vertical and
boJtsoD&aJ Jenpbt that ca JJ. implemented~ OD the poaition each UJ tUM.
\VIda thl charac&« laJDGt tu.a Jato MCOUDt, a bJtop llu of 16 mm (vertical) bJ 12.6 mm
(llorUoldal) 11M .,._ Nl.a.d, wbith it the larplt potllble and wbicb cu be iDitllled in
_, pMdoD wtthiD &be two by blocb.

h.,..., ..,.
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The keytops in the lowermost row differ in both shape and size from any other key as
shown in Fig. 7. They are trapezoid as viewed from the top and have a major width of 16.5
mm, about 4 mm greater than other keytops. The reasons for such keytop design are that
they substantially are positioned in the lowermost row in the fan-shaped layout pattern
and that they are manipulated by the thumb which is the thickest of the five fingers .

...
dl=-:::----.

Fig. 7 Sluzpe of Keytop Operated by the Thumb

Tbe wide keytop design provides the operator with good reliance when he/she is using the
thumb to operate them.

'nlree keytop mock-upa were prepared: one cone-cape type and two cylindrical types as
ah.own in Fig. B.
Tbeae were analyzed from varioua points of view. The result has shown that the conecape type keytop with a larger radiua of curvature (Fig. B(c)) is the best in both affinity for
the fincer and operability.
The front aide of the keytop ia deaiped to have a length enough to accommodate for
character printin1 requirement. and to be angled 10 that the characters printed on it
may be reuonably viaible by the operator. The top aide of the keytop has as large a

,
r
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Fig. 8 SluJpe of Keytop

character printed area as possible (23 mm by 11.5 mm) with its surrounding ridges
configured with a maximum radius of curvature. This assures the finger of soft touch
when it hits the keytop from any direction. With these features, the resulting keytop fully
satisfies the two functional requirements - affinity for the finger and character
indication- despite its considerably small size compared with conventional keytops.

S. CONCLUSION

We believe that a TRON keyboard (aize M) havinc high operability and brealtthro\llh in
keytop ahape and dimensions baa aucceaarully been developed. The Keyboard virtuaUy
followe the dimensions ahown in Fig1. 2 and 3 with respect to the mechanical layout of
keys and the three- dimensional configuration of the unit. We hope that many people will
have chances or using the TRON keyboard and verifying ita operability through their
experience.
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